You have been transported back in time. Or into the future.
Or another dimension. Youʼre in a land where you make the
rules and answer to no one. Welcome to the world of fuzz.
Made in the USA — Amber Waves of GAIN!
The “bolt of Zeus” controls the amount of authority you have
over mortal man. Think of it as a one-stop-shop for gain and
texture. Remember with great power comes...respect.
The “speaker” is how bold you want your public appearance to
be. Turn it left to be understated and ride in on a donkey, and
turn it right to...well, “HEREʼS JOHNNY!”

We would like to use this blank space as a memorial to the
simplicity of the Olympia. Some fuzz pedals allow you to control
every aspect of the circuit like youʼre Captian Kirk. Is this bad?
No. If youʼre into that kind of thing, more power to you. That
being said, thereʼs a certain beauty that lies within plug-and-play.
If youʼre the kind of player who turns the amp knobs to 11, you
know what that is. So stop reading this insert, grab whichever
guitar makes you feel like setting a field on fire, plug in your new
Olympia, and start making music.

IMPORTANT! If you use a power supply, use 9 volts DC, negative tip only —
BOSS PSA-120 or equivalent. Do NOT use 18vDC or any AC power into the
Olympia. Warranty does not include abuse or misuse of the product.
Thanks again for purchasing the Olympia™!

SAMPLE SETTINGS — FLAVOR TO TASTE
musical/personal agenda

“Iʼm from the generation
who puts the boost after the
signal chain.”
“The 90ʼs were pretty chill,
man. Yeah. Wait, no...yeah.”

“I have more fuzz pedals than
guitar strings.”

[only use if you are actually
the Grim Reaper or Zeus
himself]

Contact us at
sales@carolineguitar.com
for any questions.
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